The complexities of tumor-stroma interactions necessitate new means of analysis. This review details emerging imaging and genetic methods that hold promise to provide unprecedented insight into tumor-stroma crosstalk.
Insight Box:
This review provides insight on cutting-edge technical advances that have not yet applied to tumor-stroma interaction studies. These novel approaches hold promise to unravel the complex features that dictate tumor-stroma interactions, such as spatiotemporal intricacies and the compositional and genetic heterogeneous nature of the tumor and tumor microenvironment. Further, we provide specific examples of studies in which these methods might be applied. This review is innovative in its proposal of applying emerging methods to explore new regions of tumor-stroma interactions, and is integrative in a myriad of genetic and imaging approaches discussed.
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Introduction
Tumors are multicellular microcosms that develop and evolve through constant interactions between cancer cells and the tumor stroma (or tumor microenvironment/TME) 1 . It is increasingly appreciated that cellular members of the tumor stroma -immune cells 2 , vascular cells 3 , and fibroblasts 4 -are not innocent bystanders to a neighboring outlaw, but are more often co-conspirators in malignant progression or law enforcing residents that promote tissue normalcy 5 .
The study of the tumor-stroma interactions that influence tumor development is met with significant challenges, including spatiotemporal tissue heterogeneity and the dynamic nature of cellular crosstalk. The greater biological scientific community has encountered similar difficulties in studying multicellular biological systems. Innovation has spurred the development of multiple novel approaches that overcome the aforementioned challenges, yet they have not been extensively applied to cancer research. Herein, we will first revisit prevailing methods used to study tumor-stromal cell interactions. More importantly, we will detail the challenges tumor-stroma researchers face and describe a myriad of emerging methods that should be applied to study tumor-stroma interaction studies to obtain exceptionally accurate, in-depth insights of tumor-stroma crosstalk.
Exploring the Role of the Tumor Microenvironment: The Past & Present
Although researchers and clinicians now view the TME to play a pivotal role in tumorigenesis, only four decades ago a tumor-centric view guided how cancer was studied and treated, leaving non-malignant cells of the tumor stroma neglected in cancer Integrative Biology Accepted Manuscript research 6 . Studies conducted between 1975 and 1985 by Mintz et al. 7 and Dolberg et al. 8, 9 provided strong evidence that the fate of a cancer cell was not cancer cell autonomous, but could be decided by its environment 6 . Although now considered landmark studies that offer proof of concept of the importance of the TME in tumorigenesis, these research efforts did not overturn the tumor-centric view at the time.
Rather, the cause of the paradigm shift toward the influential role of the TME in tumor progression can be traced to observations made on increased stromal cell infiltration in patient tumor samples 10 and research on the necessity of angiogenesis 11 for tumor outgrowth from mid-1980s through the late 1990s. Today, it is fully recognized that multiple microenvironmental factors influence seven of Hanahan and Weinberg's eight "Hallmarks of Cancer" 12, 13 . Thus, logically, the TME and it's interactions with the tumor are viewed as therapeutically targetable prospects 1 .
The majority of early evidence for the role of tumor-stroma interactions in cancer progression came from clinical observations rather than the wet lab bench. Between 1985 and 1995, several pathologists observed a seemingly increased infiltration of immune cells in routine immunostained patient tumor biopsy sections. Subsequent quantification of immune cell infiltration suggested a positive correlation between the extent of immune cell infiltration and the degree of malignancy 14 . Today, immunostaining remains one of the fundamental methods to analyze tumor-stroma interactions and continues to reveal correlative roles for different types of stromal cells in either promoting or reverting tumorigenesis 15, 16 .
With the advent of high-throughput genetic profiling methods such as Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) and cDNA microarrays, unbiased genetic and transcriptome profiling of tumors followed by correlative analyses have been increasingly performed.
To separate tumor cells from their associated stroma and profile genetic changes in the TME, mechanical cell separation techniques have been utilized prior to profiling, as traditionally accomplished by manual dissection, laser capture microdissection (LCM), or flow cytometry [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In an early, foundational profiling study using SAGE, a sequencingbased profiling method, Allinen et al. found that most genetic changes occurred within cancer cells, not stromal cells, whereas both the tumor and stromal compartments underwent transcriptome changes during malignant progression 18 . This study additionally noted that certain genes up-regulated in the stroma were secreted factors that could promote cancer cell proliferation 18 . Following Allinen and colleagues' study, other groups identified intriguing transcriptome changes within both cells of the tumor and the associated stroma occurring during tumorigenesis using cDNA microarrays 25, 24, 22, 21, 4 .
Retrospectively correlating clinical prognosis with collective genetic and transcriptome signatures of patient tumors has allowed clinicians to stratify patients and tailor personalized therapy. At the same time, the few microarray studies on the TME have also implied a profound role of the TME in tumor progression.
While highly informative, correlative analyses have limited power to definitively resolve the functional consequences of observed TME phenotypes and profiling signatures.
Therefore, soon after strong correlations between TME alterations and malignancy status were established in the clinic, researchers embarked to characterize the functional role of to explore the functional impact of tumor-stroma interactions on tumor initiation, progression, and metastasis. These functional studies resulted in the identification of numerous cellular and molecular participants in tumor-stroma crosstalk 26, 4 . In addition to gene targeting methods, less specific methods that deactivate or deplete certain TME cells, such as clodronate liposome treatment to deactivate immune cells 27 , have also been used to demonstrate the critical role of stromal cells during tumorigenesis. Regardless of how histology, imaging, and sequencing techniques evolve, cellular functionality studies will remain the gold standard in studying the role of tumor-stroma crosstalk in tumor development.
New Routes to Study Tumor-Stromal Cell Interactions: The Future
Current knowledge of tumor-stromal cell interactions is largely based on studies using the traditional approaches described above. However, traditional methods lack the capability to (1) provide a spatial perspective of the tumor and TME, (2) capture the temporal dynamics within the same tissue, (3) visualize rare/transient cellular and molecular events, and (4) dissect specific cell type population dynamics and single cell behavior ( Figure 1 ). Emerging innovative approaches, as we will focus on below, hold great potential to overcome these multifaceted technical challenges, thereby allowing us to fully delineate the role of tumor-stroma crosstalk in tumor progression.
Imaging Approaches
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Seeing is believing. For this reason, imaging is practically an indispensible method in demonstrating the role of certain cells or proteins in biological events. With technological advances in imaging modalities, it has become possible to visualize dynamic biological events in real-time with deep tissue penetration.
Gaining a Spatial Perspective & Capturing Rare Events by Deep Tissue Imaging
Traditional thin tissue section-based immunostaining provides extremely limited spatial insight. Spatial perspective is fundamentally important to study certain cell types and accurately measure distances. For example, it is impossible to obtain a faithful morphological perspective of vasculature or microenvironmental cells with long protrusions, such as microglia or astrocytes, which cannot be completely captured in a two-dimensional plane. Furthermore, many biological phenomena occur within spatially defined niches 28 , sometimes spanning long distances 29 that cannot be fully captured in a single thin tissue slice. It has been shown, for instance, that brain neurogenesis occurs within spatially defined niches with extensive boundaries that exceed ten microns 29 .
Similarly, with the proposal of a cancer niche 30 , it is likely that tissue beyond that which is represented in a thin tissue section of a tumor plays a role in determining tumor outgrowth. Finally, as recently reported, there is spatial heterogeneity within individual tumors, and the spatial arrangement of different tumor cells is an important determinant of tumor outgrowth 31 . This spatial heterogeneity of tumors underpins the importance of utilizing methods that enable a comprehensive three-dimensional view of the tumor and its associated stroma.
To depict the spatially defined and dictated tumor-stroma interactions, there is an imperative need for whole tissue imaging by deep tissue optical sectioning. Successful whole tissue optical sectioning is often impeded by two practical challenges: the natural density of a tissue 32 and the light scattering properties of the tissue 33 . While the density of the tissue limits the permeability of macromolecules, such as antibodies 32 , that permit visualization of cells and proteins, the different light scattering properties of the tissue (refractory index mismatch) prevent high resolution imaging deep into the tissue sample even with cutting edge imaging technology 33 . Recent advances in fluorescencecompatible optical tissue clearing techniques overcome the above tissue-imposed obstacles associated with deep tissue immunofluorescence imaging. Generally, there are two broad means of achieving tissue optical transparency -physical clearing and chemical clearing -both of which are typically used in tandem to render a tissue more permeable to macromolecules and optically transparent to reduce light scattering 34 Integrative Biology Accepted Manuscript organ into tissue blocks and following with passive clearing 39, 42, 43 . As demonstrated by Kim et al. 44 , the imaging of 200 micron cortical brain slices was sufficient to determine that a lack of Glycogen Synthase Kinase-3α activity resulted in reduced axon growth.
This study is proof that imaging whole organs may not be necessary to answer the biological question posed, and thus it is at the discretion of the researcher to choose the sample thickness that is optimal to test a hypothesis. Optical tissue clearing of whole or thick tissue samples, coupled with confocal, multiphoton, or lightsheet microscopy and three-dimensional reconstruction, have demonstrated an unprecedented power to resolve extensive neural networks 37 and transient biological events 45 . Studying the structurally complex and spatially vast TME and tumor-stroma interactions are natural extensions of these optical tissue clearing methods. Deep tissue imaging and three-dimensional reconstruction will depict a global structural and spatial perspective of tumor-stroma interactions. In addition, sequential, multiplexed immunostaining permitted by the infusion of tissues with hydrogel, as in the CLARITY 37 and CUBIC 38 approaches, will allow for the analysis of a virtually unlimited set of markers within a single tissue sample.
Such multiplexed staining has been performed on thin tissue sections and has revealed signaling pathway heterogeneity that would have been impossible to uncover by staining for a limited set of markers 46 . Building upon classic thin tissue immunostaining studies, these cutting-edge tissue clearing and imaging approaches open a new avenue to explore spatially defined biological events with extensive detail.
Obtaining a Temporal Perspective & Observing Dynamic Events with Intravital
Microscopy (IVM) 
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IVM, the imaging of tissues within live animals, provides an unmatched capability to observe dynamic biological events at a cellular resolution in the same animal with an extensive temporal perspective 47 . IVM has already been utilized to image tumor-stroma interactions in real-time, including cancer cell blood vessel cooption 48 and ligand-induced natural killer cell-mediated tumor regression 49 , revealing cellular behaviors that would, at best, be postulated by those observing immunostained sections. Some groups have taken more elaborate approaches combining IVM with functional studies to undisputedly show the roles of certain molecules in cancer cell motility and intravasation [50] [51] [52] . As an example, one research group used shRNA to silence N-WASP, a protein involved in invadopodia formation, in breast cancer cells, and subsequently used IVM to demonstrate that the functionality of this protein is important for cancer cells to migrate or invade surrounding tissue 51 .
Although fluorescence-based IVM has been applied to tumor-stroma studies for a number of years, we include this technique as an emerging method because it has not been applied to its full potential. One roadblock to maximally implementing IVM is the fluorescent tagging of cells. To date, the number of cell types or proteins tagged in single tumor-stroma IVM experiments is typically limited to two cell types/proteins 53, 48 . There is a dire need for multiplexed cell/protein tagging methods in IVM that is more time and Lastly, functional assays combined with IVM have been rare and have not addressed interactions between tumor cells and stromal cells, signifying a key feature missing in tumor-stroma IVM studies. A real-time view of altered communications due to functional manipulations would be highly informative and likely become the ultimate means of analyzing tumor-stroma relations. With IVM finding a commonplace in tumorstroma interaction studies, it is likely that in the near future researchers will address the current weaknesses of IVM studies, incorporating functional assays and integrating novel fluorescence-based and label-free imaging strategies.
Genetic Approaches
High-throughput, unbiased profiling of genetic and transcriptomic changes of tumor samples is the fundamental approach used in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and
International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) project. Next generation sequencing has replaced cDNA microarrays as the primary high-throughput genetic profiling approach, which have indeed led to the identification of genetic alterations during the tumor progression. With accumulating evidence of intratumoral heterogeneity and the spatiotemporal nature of tumor-stroma crosstalk, standard sequencing procedures based on bulk tumor tissue are insufficient. In this section, we will focus on novel genetic approaches that will enable in situ genetic dissection of dynamic genetic changes within defined cell types.
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Examining Tumor Heterogeneity by In Situ Isolation of Genetic Material From Specific Cell Types
The sample processing preceding transcriptome profiling, inclusive to the isolation of specific cell types and subsequent RNA isolation from these cells, is a major challenge that has a significant influence on the accuracy of profiling results. Separation of specific cell types from tissues has been traditionally accomplished by flow cytometry, manual dissection, and LCM 61 . However, for solid tumors, mechanical or enzymatic separation before flow cytometry cell sorting sacrifices tissue integrity and significantly alters the transcriptome profile prior to sequencing 62, 61 . It is also impractical to use LCM to isolate particular cell types from a highly invasive tumor in which cancer cells and stromal cell are intermixed. Ideally, the transcripts from specific cells of interest would be isolated in situ, thereby largely maintaining tissue integrity. One means of accomplishing this is by use of species-specific microarrays. Applying the bulk RNA pool derived from a humanin-mouse xenograft tumor, which contains tumor cells of human origin and murine TME cells, to a human or mouse-specific microarray negates the need for mechanical cell separation 22 . While a clever approach, such methodology cannot be applied to immunecompetent animal models and it only profiles the microenvironment in bulk rather than specific cell populations 22 .
Recently, the development of innovative transcriptome tagging methods has enabled in situ transcriptome profiling in heterogeneous tissue. One of the first RNA taggingisolation methods developed was Thiouracil (TU) Tagging 63, 64 . In TU Tagging, cell lines or mice are genetically modified to express uracil phosphoribosyltransferase (UPRT), an enzyme that adds 4-thiouracil (4-TU) to nascent RNA strands, thereby "TU tagging" the transcript 63 . Spatiotemporal control over TU tagging is exerted by placing the transgene under inducible cell type-specific promoters so that following induction of UPRT expression, newly transcribed RNA in the certain cell types is pulse labeled 63 . Upon total RNA extraction from a whole tissue sample of mixed cell types, TU tagged RNA is biotintylated and affinity purified from the mixed pool of RNA 63 . TU tagging has been demonstrated to be very sensitive, capable of identifying transcripts in a specific cell type that makes up only five percent of the total tissue 63 . Furthermore, RNA extracted by TU tagging appears to be extremely specific without contamination from other cell types 63 .
Another cell type-specific RNA isolation technique, Translating Ribosome Affinity Purification (TRAP), is conceptually similar to TU tagging. TRAP methodology places EGFP-tagged large ribosomal subunit protein L10 under cell-specific promoters. EGFPtagged ribosomes can be affinity purified, thereby enabling isolation of mRNA undergoing translation from a specific cell type among a mixture of cell types 65 . While the capture of RNA under the process of translation by TRAP may be more desirable than the pull down of freshly transcribed mRNA as achieved by TU-Tagging, TRAP is susceptible to greater contamination 61 . Finally, Transcriptome In Vivo Analysis (TIVA)
is the most recently developed RNA isolation method for analysis of heterogeneous cell populations 66 . By TIVA, cells within intact tissue are transfected with a photocleavable, biotin-conjugated tag. Using a confocal microscope, researchers photoactivate the photocleavable tag in a single cell of interest, allowing the tag to anneal to mRNA within the target cell. Subsequently, the mRNA can be affinity purified 66 . With the above transcriptome tagging tools, sophisticated cell type-specific RNA analysis can be achieved. For example, TIVA is well suited to be combined with TU tagging or TRAP in which the RNA of a single cancer cell could be isolated for analysis by TIVA while the RNA of a population of specific environmental cells could be isolated by TU tagging or TRAP. There is little doubt that the application of new RNA isolation methods as described above will provide new perspectives in the study of heterogeneous and dynamic tumor-stroma crosstalk. Cell type specific in situ genetic profiling will allow for more reliable transcriptome profiling of the tumor and its microenvironment with precise cell lineage, spatial, and temporal control at a single cell resolution.
Studying Single Cell Transcriptomics with RNAseq
With the recent appreciation of the heterogeneous composition of tumors and divergent cellular responses to microenvironmental cues and therapeutic treatments, it is essential to investigate the transcriptome dynamics at a single cell level in this post-microarray era.
Fortunately, the three primary shortcomings of microarrays -the requirement of high RNA input, high background noise, and an ability to only profile genes on the array -can be largely overcome by RNAseq technology 67, 68 . RNAseq reduces the RNA input requirement from micrograms, as required by microarrays, to picograms, thereby making single cell sequencing possible 69, 70 . Recent applications of single cell RNAseq dramatically change the dogmatic view of cell signaling. Single cell RNAseq has revealed that a seemingly homogeneous population of cells is very heterogeneous at the transcriptional level, as in the case of glioblastoma cells which display a diversity of gene expression patterns 71 . While our current knowledge of tumor-stroma transcriptomes is largely based on the cell population level studies 22, 18 , single cell sequencing could provide unprecedented insight to reveal a heterogeneity in the responses of individual tumor cells to microenvironmental stimuli as well as very rare cancer cells, such as those that initially seed tissue during metastasis.
The Next Impasse: The Data Processing and Analysis Challenges
The data obtained from deep tissue imaging, IVM, and RNAseq will be more comprehensive than that provided by traditional imaging and transcriptome profiling methods. The extraction of maximal information from studies applying the techniques described herein will further rely on multidisciplinary data processing and analysis approaches. In the case of imaging studies, although optical tissue clearing methods and multiphoton microscopy will combine to provide outstanding three-dimensional datasets, there will still be issues to overcome in terms of background noise and data registration and segmentation that commercial imaging data processing packages cannot fully address or resolve with total accuracy 72, 73 . Such issues related to imaging data sets are unlikely to be resolved by the biologists capturing the imaging data, necessitating collaborations with researchers in fields including, but not limited to, bioinformatics, computer sciences, and mathematics. Indeed, needs such as cell segmentation and image correction 74, 75 and deconvolution 76 have been satisfied by groups of computer scientists to produce images that resolve single cells and maintain spatial resolution which, more importantly, permit accurate biological quantifications. Likewise, transcriptome profiling data processing and analysis has demanded collaborations between biologists and mathematicians to overcome noise and biological variability issues, to correctly map transcripts of different Integrative Biology Accepted Manuscript species to the correct genome, and to identify causal relationships between transcriptome changes in the tumor and the microenvironment 77, 78 .
The present push for the use of big data demands the eventual cross reference of data from "old school" studies and "new age" studies as well as the integration of any two studies applying seemingly disparate methods. As a result, it will be imperative to further develop data integration methods. Two studies in particular by Bindea et al. 79 and Han et al. 80 serve as exemplars to the data integration that must be accomplished to extract the most information from dissimilar data sets. Bindea et al. 79 used an integrative approach to combine tissue microarray data with standard immunostaining to illustrate the immune landscape of colorectal tumors with a spatiotemporal perspective. In their integrative approach, Han et al. 80 Dataset Integration model 81 , to address a broad variety of data integration needs. New studies will continuously reveal new problems to be solved in creative ways. The meaning and reliability of the data of future studies will only be as good as the successful multidisciplinary collaborations that collect and analyze the data.
Computer-driven data analysis and integration may just be the beginning of an even greater reliance on computers in biological studies. It is conceivable that experiments will Integrative Biology Accepted Manuscript move from bench top to in silico in the form of computational modeling. Computer modeling-based tumor-stroma studies have already demonstrated the significant impact of the stroma on tumor growth and have been used to predict the prognosis associated with various microenvironmental cellular compositions and conditions 82 . One computer modeling-based study demonstrated the ability of a low level immune response to have a slight cytotoxic effect on a tumor, unexpectedly resulting in increased room for the expansion of cancer stem cells and the formation of a freeway by which they can metastasize 83 . Given the complexity of manipulating stromal cells in vivo, computer modeling can serve as a starting point to validate eventual animal experiments or even replace animal models under some circumstances.
Concluding Remarks
As the world begs for new anti-cancer therapies, researchers are increasingly looking toward tumor-stroma interactions to find the next targets of novel treatment methods. We are in the midst of a period of methodological advancement, and the emerging techniques described in this review hold promise for giving a more comprehensive, accurate understanding of tumor-stroma interactions (Figure 2 ). New paths are being laid in science, and now it is time to venture to unchartered territory, and in the act take the first steps toward developing future break-through treatments for cancer patients. 
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